1. SETUP YOUR PROFILE
Tell other student about you. This is an optional field.

2. CREATE OR JOIN A GROUP
You have the option to Join an existing Group, or create your own. Groups can also be merged.

3. CREATING A GROUP
3. When Creating a Group, Select a group name that is easily identified by yourself and others. Using Emojis will auto-delete your group.

4. ROOMMATE SEARCH
Roommates can be found through Specific Group Names, Details (Name, ID Number), Profiles (Cleanliness, study habits), or through suggested roommates.

5. ROOMMATE REQUESTS
When you are ready to create a group, you are able to add someone to your group, which will send a request to confirm or deny.

6. VERIFY
Once you have assembled your group, you will have the option to verify your group. A verified group is ready for the Housing Selection/Assignment Process.

7. MATCHING COMPLETE
You have now successfully set up your roommate group.